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Abstract 
 
This Thesis presents studies of phase transitions in porous media. The investigated 
phase transitions include melting/crystallization, surface pre-melting and liquid-
liquid phase separation of binary mixtures. A combination of already existing and 
newly developed NMR techniques, ranging from cryoporometry to elaborate self-
diffusion and spin-relaxation experiments, was applied in order to detect and 
quantify the effect of finite size constraints on those phase transitions. By relating 
the results to physico-chemical models, the difference in behavior with respect to 
that of bulk was exploited and related to pore morphology and surface properties in 
diverse porous systems. 
 
NMR cryoporometry is based on the detection of the melting/freezing temperature 
shifts with respect to those in the bulk state to obtain mean pore size and pore size 
distribution. We extended the size range in which this can be done in porous 
matrices of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic nature to a 1 μm upper limit, 
although they can still be studied in the 10 - 100 nm size range. This was achieved 
by introducing two new probe liquids namely octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane 
(OMCTS) and zinc nitrate hexahydrate Zn(NO3)2·6H2O. 
 
The thickness of the pre-molten surface layer that appears at the interface of frozen 
octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS) to the matrix in controlled porous glasses 
was quantified and modeled including its temperature and wall-curvature 
dependence. The results reveal that the layer thickness depends logarithmically on 
the deviation from the pore melting point, while for the sample with the largest pore 
investigated this turns into a power law with the exponent of –1/2. Diverse NMR 
techniques were used not only to detect solely the surface layer and the evolution of 
the surface melting, but also to distinguish the latter from the volume melting 
transition within the pores. 
 
The morphologies of two nanostructured materials, sintered films of TiO2 
nanoparticles and a mesoporous foam obtained by surfactant-templated synthesis, 
were investigated. These two porous matrices have very different structures but fall 
into the size range accessible by NMR cryoporometry and their characterization 
plays an important role in their future applications. They were studied by exploiting 
the difference between melting and freezing temperature shifts ΔTm and ΔTf, 
respectively, with respect to that of bulk. NMR cryoporometry was shown to be a 
suitable alternative and an excellent complement to other porosimetry techniques, 
namely mercury intrusion and gas sorption porosimetries to analyze the pore 
structure and pore size distribution because of the unique and model-independent 
access to information about pore shape. By combining NMR cryoporometry with 
NMR diffusion experiments holds great potential for accessing information about 
pore interconnectivity.  
 
By diverse NMR techniques we provided experimental evidence which corroborate 
that liquid-liquid phase separation of a binary mixture imbibed in porous media 
actually occurs within the individual pores. The size distribution of the phase-
separated domains was measured. 
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Resumen 
Esta tesis presenta estudios de transiciones de fase en medios porosos. Las 
transiciones de fase investigadas incluyen fusión/cristalización, pre-fusión 
superficial y separación de fase en mezclas binarias. Con el fin de detectar y 
cuantificar el efecto de confinamiento en estas transiciones de fase, se aplicó una 
combinación de técnicas de Resonancia Magnética Nuclear (RMN) preexistentes, 
en conjunción con otras técnicas nuevas que fueron desarrolladas por nosotros, y 
que van desde experimentos de crioporometría hasta difusión molecular y relajación 
de espín. Por medio de modelos fisicoquímicos se estudió la diferencia de 
comportamiento con respecto al grueso de la solución, y esto, a su vez, se relacionó 
con la morfología y propiedades de superficie en diversos sistemas porosos. 
 
La crioporometría de RMN esta basada en la detección del cambio en la 
temperatura de fusión/congelamiento con respecto a la del grueso de la solución, 
para obtener el tamaño de poro promedio y la distribución de tamaño de poro. En 
este trabajo se extendió el rango en el cual se puede aplicar la técnica en matrices 
porosas de naturaleza, tanto hidrofílica como hydrofóbica, a un límite superior de 1 
μm aunque también pueden ser estudiadas en el rango 10 – 100 nm. Esto se logró 
con la introducción de dos nuevos líquidos de prueba, octametilciclotetrasiloxano 
(OMCTS) y nitrato de zinc hexahidratado Zn(NO3)2·6H2O. 
 
El grosor de la capa supercial pre-fundida, que aparece en la interfase de 
octametilciclotetrasiloxano congelado con la matriz de vidrio poroso de tamaño 
controlado (CPG), fue cuantificado y modelado incluyendo su dependencia con la 
temperatura y curvatura de la pared del poro. Los resultados revelan que el grosor 
de la capa depende logarítmicamente de la desviación de la temperatura de fusión 
en el poro, mientras que para el poro con el mayor tamaño estudiado la dependencia 
es a la potencia, con exponente de -1/2. Diversas técnicas de RMN fueron usadas no 
solamente para detectar específicamente la capa superficial y la evolución de la pre-
fusión superficial, sino también para distinguir ésta última de la fusión dentro del 
volumen de los poros. 
 
Se investigó la morfología de dos materials nanoestructurados: películas 
aglomeradas de nanopartículas de TiO2 y una espuma mesopororosa obtenida a 
partir de una síntesis con surfactantes. Estas dos matrices porosas poseen 
estructuras muy diferentes pero caen dentro del rango de tamaño accesible para la 
crioporometría de RMN. Su caracterización juega un papel muy importante en sus 
aplicaciones futuras. Las dos matrices porosas se estudiaron utilizando la diferencia 
entre el cambio de temperaturas de fusión y cristalización, ΔTf y ΔTc 
respectivamente, con respecto a la temperaturas del grueso de la solución. Para 
analizar la estructura del poro y la distribución de tamaño de poro, la crioporometría 
de RMN demostró ser una alternativa eficaz y un complemento excelente a otras 
técnicas de porosimetría (como son la intrusión de mercurio y la absorción-
desorción de gas), esto debido al acceso a información sobre la forma de poro, que 
es independiente del modelo utilizado. Por medio de la combinación de 
crioporometría de RMN con experimentos de difusión con RMN existe un gran 
potencial para acceder a información acerca de la interconectividad de la matriz 
porosa.
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                                                                                            Introduction 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance or NMR is a powerful and versatile 
spectroscopic technique for investigating the structure and dynamics 
of molecules. Since the first observation in 19461,2 of nuclear 
magnetic phenomena in bulk matter, NMR has experienced an 
evolution parallel to other technological, in particular electronic 
developments in the last century which has favored its adaptation and 
spread to many areas of application. 

 
The importance of NMR is evident from the diversity of fields where 
the Nobel Prize for developing NMR has been awarded. Those prizes 
also outline NMR’s history. The first one, in 1952, was awarded in 
Physics to Felix Bloch and Edward Mills Purcell “for their 
development of new methods for nuclear magnetic precision 
measurements and discoveries in connection therewith”. Thereafter, 
in spite of the complex mathematical and physical basis of the nuclear 
spin phenomena and mostly due to the introduction of the Fourier 
transform to NMR commercially available high resolution NMR 
spectrometers from the late 50’s and onwards, provided the chemist 
with a new effective tool to resolve molecular structures in a simple 
way. This promoted a continuous refinement of the technique, which 
lead to the Nobel Prize in Chemistry awarded to Richard R. Ernst in 
1991,“for his contributions to the development of the methodology of 
high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy”.  

 
Since then, progress in resolution, sensitivity, and methodolgy now 
allows NMR to study systems of high structural and dynamic 
complexity such as synthetic polymers or biological molecules. The 
introduction of magnetic field gradients also extended NMR from a 
spectroscopic to a diagnostic imaging tool and into any desirable 
combination of those two modalities. For these, two Nobel Prizes 
were awarded, in 2002 in Biochemistry to Kurt Wüthrich “for his 
development of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy for 
determining the three-dimensional structure of biological 
macromolcules in solution” and in 2003 in Medicine to Paul C. 
Lauterbur and Sir Peter Mansfield “for their discoveries concerning 
magnetic resonance imaging”. 
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NMR applications are spread over many disciplines, but still two 
areas dominate the field. The first one is high-resolution spectroscopy 
and the elucidation of chemical structures in solution, nowadays a 
routine and sometimes almost automatic method applied in both 
organic chemistry and biochemistry. In organic chemistry a typical 
task is to identify the products in new synthesis; while in 
biochemistry its primary use is to identify and resolve protein 
structures. The second area is nowadays referred to MRI (Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging) implemented in many hospitals as an in-vivo 
diagnostic method. 

 
Moreover, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance techniques cover a broad 
range of length and time scales (spin relaxation times) on which 
dynamic properties in many complex systems, like liquids subjected 
to confinement into porous media, can be investigated. It has long 
been known that NMR properties of fluids in the vicinity of solids 
can be quite different from those in bulk. These effects are relevant to 
the general behavior of pore fluids and fluid distribution and, at the 
same time, may provide valuable information about the porous media.  

 
In this thesis, the application and the improvement of a variety of 
NMR techniques to the study of the behavior of liquids confined into 
porous media are presented. We focused on phase transitions 
including melting/crystallization, surface pre-melting and liquid-
liquid phase separation of binary mixtures and the effect on them by 
finite size constraints. Through physico-chemical considerations and 
models, the difference in behavior with respect to that of bulk can be 
exploited and related to pore morphology in a diversity of porous 
systems. 
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NMR Principles 

2. NMR PRINCIPLES 
 
2.1 THE NUCLEAR SPIN 
Nuclear magnetic resonance in bulk material was first detected 
independently by Bloch, Hansen and Packard1 and by Purcell, Torrey 
and Pound2. They observed that energy levels of atomic nuclei 
exposed to an external magnetic field split and that the populations on 
those levels were possible to equalize by electromagnetic irradiation 
of the sample at a suitable frequency (resonance condition), thereby 
producing a net absorption of energy by the nuclei. The particular 
nuclear property that lies behind this phenomenon is called spin 
which refers to the intrinsic angular momentum and coupled magnetic 
moment of most nuclei. Each particular atomic nucleus has its own 
specific resonance frequency in an applied magnetic field. Nuclei like 
1H, 31P, 15N, 29Si, 19F, etc., which have  the lowest possible value of 
nuclear spin I=1/2 provide the simplest available experiments. On the 
other hand, some nuclei such as 16O, 28Si, 12C have no nuclear spin 
and are therefore not observable by NMR. Nevertheless, carbon, 
oxygen, and silicium can still be studied if one instead measures their 
other stable isotopes of otherwise low natural abundance, for example 
17O (natural abundance = 0.04%), 13C (1%) and 29Si (5%). 

 
In the absence of a magnetic field, a nuclear spin has all its 2I+1 
states indexed by the magnetic quantum number m = -I, -I+1,…,I at 
the same energy. When placed in an external, static magnetic field BB0, 
the energies for those states split. Thus, considering a collection of 
similar spin I=1/2 nuclei there are two possible states denoted by 
m=±1/2 which is equivalent to adopting either of two possible 
orientations with respect to the static field, either towards B0 B or 
opposite to that, denoted by α and β, respectively.  
 
The interaction Hamiltonian for a field BB0 in the z direction is:  
 

0μ= − zH B            (2.1) 
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where μz is the z-component of μ, the nuclear magnetic moment and 
defined as μz= γ Iz where γ is a nucleus-specific constant called the 
gyromagnetic ratio and  is Planck’s constant divided by 2π. From 
this one can derive for the energy levels:  

 
0mE m Bγ= −         (2.2) 

 
Hence, the energy of the nucleus is shifted by an amount proportional 
to the magnetic field strength, leading to an energy gap of γBB0 
between adjacent levels. Since allowed transitions occur between 
adjacent energy levels, we obtain the resonance condition 
ΔE=hvL= γB0B  where the resonance frequency vL is customarily 
called the Larmor frequency:  
 

0

2
γν
π

−
=L

B           (2.3) 

 
This resonance frequency is, through γ, specific for any given nucleus 
and proportional to the magnetic field strength.  
 
In thermal equilibrium the spin distribution will have an excess, as 
defined by the Boltzman distribution, of nuclei in the state that has 
the lowest energy (state α in the I=1/2 example below): 
 

exp( / )β

α

= −Δ B

N
E k T

N
        (2.4) 

 
where Nα,β represents the number of nuclei with corresponding spin 
orientation, T the absolute temperature, and kB the Boltzman factor. 
This imbalance leads to a net nuclear magnetization that belongs to 
the whole sample and on which and by which the NMR experiment is 
performed. 

B
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                                                                                        Chemical Shift  

2.2 CHEMICAL SHIFT 
In a molecule containing different atoms, the Larmor frequency of 
each nucleus is determined principally by its particular gyromagnetic 
ratio γ and the strength BB0 of the magnetic field. This is different 
when one particular nucleus is found at different positions in the same 
molecule but also with respect to atoms in neighboring molecules. In 
those cases, nuclei may experience somewhat different local 
electronic environments. The presence of an external magnetic field 
induces changes in those electronic environments that may be 
visualized as electronic currents which in turn lead to small site-
specific magnetic field variations, often described as a shielding of 
the nucleus from the external field. As a consequence, the magnetic 
field experienced by the nuclei differs from B0 B by: 
 

0 (1 )B B σ= −          (2.5) 
 

where σ is the site-specific shielding constant. This establishes 
different Larmor frequencies for nuclei at different sites; the effect 
depends on the size (and sign) of the shielding constant. This way to 
account for the chemical shift is inconvenient since it requires 
accurate information about the magnitude of the external magnetic 
field. Hence, it is more frequent to define the chemical shift δ as the 
difference in resonance frequencies between the nucleus of interest 
and a reference nucleus described by a dimensionless parameter as 
follows: 
 

        6( )
10ref

ref

ν ν
δ

ν
−

=          (2.6) 

 
The numerical factor in eq. (2.6) is added to normalize chemical 
shifts to convenient numbers since the shielding effects are typically 
small. Chemical shifts values are thus quoted in ppm or parts per 
million.  
 
Since the chemical shift depends on the atomic and molecular 
environment, valuable information can be extracted from the NMR 
spectra. By applying a short rf pulse, all frequencies in a wide range 
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will be excited3, independently of their different Larmor frequencies. 
This leads to a variety of distinctive signals (resonances) with their 
concentration-defined relative intensities in the spectrum. The 
chemical shift not only contains information about the intramolecular 
environment but also about the number and type of surroundings in 
which the molecule is located, i.e. the neighboring molecules of the 
solvent. This is particularly useful in studies of liquid mixtures 
including two or more components, where chemical shift may report 
on distinct environments on molecular scale and above. Some nuclei 
present advantages for this kind of study: for instance, 15N presents a 
range of chemical shifts4,5 (~900 ppm) which is approximately 90 
times wider than that for 1H.  

 

2.3 SPIN RELAXATION 
Following any process that disrupts the Boltzman distribution, the 
nuclei will relax back to that equilibrium configuration. Two basic 
relaxation processes described by the well-known Bloch equations6 
exist for bulk material. The first is the recovery of the magnetization 
along the direction of the external field to its thermal equilibrium 
value which is termed longitudinal relaxation with its characteristic 
time constant T1. Since this process involves energy transfer from the 
nuclear spins to the molecular environment, it is sometimes also 
called spin-lattice relaxation. The second process, sometimes called 
spin-spin relaxation concerns the internal equilibrium of the spin 
system. Since it leads to the decay7 of the magnetization 
perpendicular to the external magnetic field to zero, it is also known 
as transverse relaxation with its characteristic relaxation time T2.  
 
NMR relaxation is stimulated by the time-dependent nuclear spin 
interactions created when molecules randomly move as a result of 
thermal collisions (Brownian molecular motions8). These time-
dependent spin interactions can be described in terms of motional 
correlation (typically, autocorrelation) functions G(t) which 
characterize the probability of finding a positive correlation between 
the particular spin interaction at times separated by t.  
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                                                                                       Spin relaxation 

In general, molecular motions are effective in causing spin relaxation 
if their average time behavior matches the requirements set up by the 
energy level separations of the spin system. Since all relaxation 
depends on fluctuating spin interactions, the relaxation rates T1 and T2 
can provide a lot of information about molecular dynamics, specially 
in such heterogeneous systems like fluids confined in pores9-12. 
 
For intramolecular interactions in liquids, the rate at which a 
(spherical) molecule tumbles defines its motional correlation time τc, 
the average time required for the molecule to rotate through an angle 
of 1 radian about any axis. Small and therefore rapidly tumbling 
molecules posses a small correlation time whilst large and therefore 
slowly tumbling molecules have large correlation times. The 
correlation time is commonly assumed to be controlled by the 
activation energy ΔE for the particular motional mode as: 
 
        0 exp( / )c E k TBτ τ= Δ       (2.7) 
 
This correlation time also becomes a measure of the rate of 
fluctuations in spin interactions. Often, there exists a simple and 
convenient relation between correlation time and the autocorrelation 
function required for characterizing spin relaxation such as:  
 
        ( ) exp( / )cG t t τ= −         ( 2.8) 
 
Ultimately, it is the frequency distribution of the average power of the 
fluctuating spin interactions that defines spin relaxation and the 
quantity that describes it is called the spectral density, J(ω), which is 
the Fourier transform of the motional (auto)correlation function. 
Hence, the spectral density for the autocorrelation function in eq. 
(2.7) becomes a Lorentzian function: 
 

2 2( ) /(1 )cJ cω τ ω τ= +        (2.9) 
 
Effective longitudinal relaxation requires to have components of J(ω) 
at the Larmor frequency and/or its multiples while transverse 
relaxation also depends on J(0).  
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A number of nuclear spin interactions have been found to be 
important in inducing NMR relaxation of fluids. They may include 
the pairwise dipole-dipole coupling of nuclear magnetic moments, 
chemical shift anisotropy, the coupling of nuclear magnetic moments 
to electronic paramagnetic centers (unpaired electrons), and the 
coupling of nuclear quadrupole moments with electric field gradients.  
 
As in bulk, nuclei of fluid molecules in porous media interact with 
nuclei within their own molecule and with nuclei in neighboring 
molecules via nuclear dipolar coupling, which becomes the source of 
fluctuating spin interactions and thereby nuclear spin relaxation. In 
the intermolecular case, the modulation is mainly by translational 
diffusion and in the intramolecular case by molecular tumbling. In the 
latter case and for small molecules, two spins a distance r apart relax 
as: 
 

2 2
1 0

1
(1 )

c

c

K
T

τ
ω τ

≅
+

        (2.10) 

 
and  
 

2

1
cK

T
τ≅           (2.11) 

 
The relaxation amplitude K is the mean-squared dipole-dipole 
interaction strength  
 

2
20

6

1
4

K
r

μ γ
π

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

       (2.12) 

 
where μ0 is here the permeability of vacuum. From eqs. (2.10-12) we 
see that the relaxation rates depend not only on the strength of the 
involved spin interaction, but also on the values of the spectral 
density function. If τc is long, there is no average power available for 
inducing transitions at the Larmor frequency. If τc is short, the power 
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spectrum is distributed over a very wide frequency range and, hence, 
its intensity becomes small (extreme narrowing condition). In either 
case longitudinal relaxation will be ineffective and, consequently, T1 
will be long. For an intermediate value of τc ~ 1/ω0 , J(ω0 )reaches its 
maximum resulting in the fastest longitudinal relaxation. Usually, T2 
of rigid solids, larger molecules and viscous liquids may also be very 
short because the slow fluctuations in local environment yield a large 
J(0). On the other hand, in small-molecular bulk liquids one obtains 
T1 ≈ T2. 
 
Besides providing a path back to thermal equilibrium, dipole-dipole 
relaxation may transfer magnetization from one nucleus to another. 
This phenomenon is called cross-relaxation. Typically it is explored 
by two-dimensional Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy 
(NOESY) which is widely used for structure determination of 
biomolecules. A crosspeak in this two-dimensional spectrum arises 
only between resonances of those nuclei that are close to each other in 
space and thereby are capable to cross-relax. As indicated in eq. 
(2.12), crosspeak intensities depend on the internuclear distance as 

. The NOESY experiment is called exchange spectroscopy 
(EXSY) when the magnetization transfer occurs via chemical 
exchange instead of cross-relaxation.  

6r−

 
The transverse relaxation time, T2 is directly involved in defining the 
detected spectra since it describes the decay of the time-domain NMR 
signal known as Free Induction Decay (FID)7. This decay defines, 
through Fourier transformation and in the absence of instrumental 
broadening effects, the width of the detected lines. In this limit, the 
line shapes are Lorentzian (the Fourier transform of an exponential 
decay) and may have a width on the order of a few tenth of a Hertz.  
 
In practice, for most high-resolution spectra of liquids imperfections 
such as the spatial inhomogeneity of the applied field causes that 
spins in the sample will exhibit slightly different resonance 
frequencies. If an ensemble of spin is considered, this leads to a loss 
of coherence which results in extra dephasing for the transverse 
magnetization.  
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This extra line broadening is called inhomogeneous broadening and 
can be represented by replacing the relaxation time T2 by a relaxation 
time T2* according to: 
 

         
2 2

1 1
* 2

B
T T

γ
π

= + Δ        (2.13) 

 
where ΔB quantifies the spread of magnetic field. The effect is far 
more pronounced in porous media, due to its material heterogeneity 
which leads to a large variation of magnetic susceptibility within the 
sample. Hence, the duration of the FID may be reduced to a few 
milliseconds and line widths ranging from 102 to 104 Hz may 
therefore be experienced. Other systems may contain multiple fluid 
phases with different frequencies and there both susceptibility-related 
and chemical-shift-related effects may contribute to an increase in 
line width. When the magnetic field inhomogeneities are large, the 
FID may even be impossible to detect. In some cases, it is possible to       
recover this magnetization using spin-echo techniques10,13-19 
introduced below. On the other hand, if the molecules are moving so 
fast that within the period of an NMR precession the spins see a 
homogeneous spatial average of the local field, then the static line 
broadening effect of the local field is lost and the field variation may 
instead be detected through a decrease of T2. For liquids confined in 
porous media the relationship  always holds.  2T T1
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Spin echoes 

2.4 SPIN ECHOES 
In the early years of nuclear magnetic resonance the homogeneity of 
the magnets was still relatively poor. The signals of liquid substances 
were, in general, greatly broadened by this field inhomogeneity and 
the free induction decay (FID) of the signal after a 90° pulse was 
observed to decay quickly. Erwin L. Hahn demonstrated in 195013 
that, through the application of an additional 180° pulse after a delay 
τ, a spontaneous refocusing effect, at time 2τ, occurred on the 
macroscopic magnetization which was initially defocused as a result 
of field inhomogeneity. He recognized that a 180° pulse reverses the 
relative order in the transverse plane of the magnetization 
components which, as an effect of field distribution, precess at 
different frequencies. Hence, at time 2τ all magnetization 
components, which initially defocused, gather again giving rise to 
maximum signal intensity. Since it apparently arises from nothing, 
the phenomenon was termed as an “echo” of the free induction decay 
(FID). The spin-echo corresponds in size and form to the free 
induction decay (FID).  
 
This simple 90-180° pulse sequence for the production of the spin 
echo13 is one of the most versatile tools available to the NMR 
spectroscopist. It gives us the ability to cancel the influence of static 
magnetic field inhomogeneities on the signal (as well as that of 
heteronuclear dipole-dipole interactions, the anisotropy of the 
chemical shift, etc. which all produce inhomogeneous line 
broadening). It is also used in all methods that employ pulse field 
gradients such as imaging and self-diffusion experiments. If the 
translational motion of the nuclei of interest can be neglected, the 
height of the spin echo is only influenced by T2 and decays 
exponentially as exp(-2τ/T2).  
 
The spin-echo technique for measuring T2 is limited in its range of 
applicability because of the effect of molecular diffusion13. The 
precise refocusing of all the spins is dependent upon each nucleus 
remaining in a constant magnetic field during the time of the 
experiment (2τ). If diffusion causes nuclei to move from one part of 
an inhomogeneous field to another, the echo amplitude is reduced. 
The effect of diffusion in the spin-echo experiment is dependent upon 
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the spatial magnetic field gradients, the diffusion coefficient, and the 
time during which diffusion can occur. It has been shown20 that the 
amplitude of the echo for a pulse separation τ is: 
 
   2 2 3

2(2 ) (0)exp[ (2 / ) (2 / 3) )E E T G Dτ τ γ= − − τ     (2.14) 
 
where  is the echo amplitude at time zero. This equation shows 
that the echo amplitude does not decay in a simple exponential 
fashion; translational diffusion in the presence of a gradient generates 
a decay that depends on τ

(0)E

3, whereas transverse relaxation produces a 
decay that depends on τ. In principle, this affords the possibility of 
determining both, the relaxation time T2 and the self-diffusion 
coefficient D, provided that the gradient strength is known. Because 
of the τ3 dependence, the effect of diffusion is particularly 
pronounced for large values of τ and thus strongly affects of 
measurement of long T2’s. One way of reducing this effect is to use a 
Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill21 (CPMG) sequence10, 14, 16-19. 
 
Carr and Purcell21 showed that a simple modification of Hahn’s spin-
echo method reduces drastically the effect of diffusion on the 
determination of T2. This is achieved by a train of 180° pulses at 2τ 
intervals, from where the amplitude of the nth echo is: 
 
   2 2 3

2(2 ) (0)exp[ (2 / ) (2 / 3) )E n E n T G Dnτ τ γ= − − τ    (2.15) 
 
By increasing n, the 180° pulses are closer to each other and since the 
τ interval can be made very short, the effects of diffusion can be 
eliminated. This works because the diffusional reduction of the signal 
is proportional to τ3. There are two distinct advantages of the Carr-
Purcell method. First, there is a considerable saving in time, for a 
train of n echoes may be obtained in a single sequence, whereas in the 
unmodified spin-echo method n sequences are required with a waiting 
time between sequences that is long relative to T1, usually 5T1. 
Second, the effect of diffusion may be virtually eliminated over a 
time period 2nτ, since it is only during a period 2τ that diffusion is 
effective10, 22.  
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But although this method is a great improvement over the simple 
Hahn spin-echo sequence, experimentally the inhomogeneity of the 
applied radiofrequency field over the sample makes it difficult to 
accurately set the 180° pulses for the entire sample. A common 
method to overcome this problem was introduced by Meiboom and 
Gill and consist to shift the phase of all the 180° pulses in the Carr-
Purcell train by an angle of 90° with respect to the initial 90° pulse11. 
Without this phase change, imperfections of the 180° pulses are 
cumulative, whereas with the 90° phase change a self-compensation 
occurs for all echoes of even number. The CPMG experiment is 
particularly useful for determining the relative proportions of two 
species which differ by their transverse relaxation time, for instance 
two types of liquids imbibed in porous media. It is also valuable when 
the spectrum involves only one resonance or the line widths do not 
allow the separation of several resonances. 
 
 

2.5 DIFFUSION 
Molecules, or generally any particle, in a liquid undergo Brownian 
motion which displaces them. This phenomenon is known as 
translational diffusion, and its characteristics are reflected in the 
diffusion coefficient D. According to the Stokes-Einstein theory: 
 

         B

T

k TD
f

=           (2.16) 

  
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and 
f

B

H

T is the friction factor for translational motion. For the special case of 
a spherical particle of hydrodynamic radius rH in a solvent of 
viscosity η, the friction factor is given by: 
 
        6Tf rπη=           (2.17) 
 
The diffusion coefficient, D, can be measured by a variety of pulse 
sequences using magnetic field gradients20, 23-25. Most studies rely on 
variants of the stimulated echo pulse sequence26. In the basic 
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experiment, transverse magnetization is dephased due to an applied 
gradient pulse and is rephased afterwards with a gradient pulse with 
opposite (phase) polarity. If the molecule moves due to diffusion 
between the two pulses to another place in space, the dephasing-
rephasing effect by gradients is not complete, and we observe a 
decrease in the NMR signal. This intensity loss is described by the 
relation, 
 
     ( )2 2 2exp / 3S Gγ δ δ D⎡ ⎤∝ − Δ −⎣ ⎦      (2.18) 

 
where δ and G are the gradient length and strength, respectively, Δ is 
the diffusion time, which in the practice is the time separation of the 
two gradient pulses, i.e., the time during which the molecules are 
allowed to diffuse. A typical experimental protocol to obtain the 
translational self-diffusion coefficient includes measuring the 
differences in signal intensities of a set of spectra where, e.g., the 
gradient strength is varied.  
 
Pulsed field gradient experiments have been particularly useful for 
characterizing media which exhibit a high degree of regularity. 
Examples include oil and water emulsions27, zeolites28 and biological 
cells29. However, few applications for characterizing disordered 
media, such as sedimentary porous rocks, have yet reported and this 
area is still under development. 
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3. POROUS MEDIA 
Porous media are encountered everywhere in everyday life, in 
technological systems and in nature. With the exception of most 
metals, some dense rocks and some plastics, virtually all solid and 
semisolid materials are “porous” to varying degrees. A porous 
material is a set of relatively small spaces, so called pores or voids, 
free of solids, imbedded in a solid or semi-solid matrix. Pores can be 
isolated, although the vast majority of porous media contain an 
interconnected three-dimensional network of channels of non-uniform 
sizes and shapes. Depending on their permeability, system and 
application, the voids may contain a gas (like air) or some fluid (such 
as water, oil, etc., or a mixture of different fluids).  
 
There is a wide range of structural parameters for porous media:  
porosity, permeability, specific surface area, pore size and pore size 
distribution, throat size distribution, connectivity, pore or throat 
shape, etc. The macroscopic parameters represent an average 
behavior of a sample containing many pores. Thus, porosity is 
defined as the fraction of the bulk volume of the porous sample that is 
occupied by pore or void space and it is expressed either as a fraction 
of 1 or in per cent. Another well-defined average quantity of a porous 
medium is its specific surface which describes the interstitial surface 
area of the voids and pores either per unit mass (S) or per unit bulk 
volume (Sv) of the porous material. Permeability is the term used for 
the conductivity of the porous medium with respect to permeation by 
a Newtonian fluid.  
 
While these macroscopic parameters can be directly measurable, the 
microscopic ones are more difficult to describe because of the great 
irregularity of pore geometry. Owing to variations in the shape of 
capillaries and despite the concepts of pore diameter or pore size may 
be an intuitive simplification of reality, these terms are useful to 
explain and correlate various phenomena in porous media. Pore size 
is used customarily in conjunction with experimentally determined 
pore size distribution (PSD), this last defined as the distribution 
density of pore volume by some length scale assigned to it. Each 
method to determine PSD defines “pore size” in terms of a pore 
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model best suited to the quantity measured. It can be obtained by 
various techniques, depending on the length scale of interest and the 
general procedure consist of measuring some physical quantity in 
dependence on another physical parameter30, 31.  
 
Many commercially important processes in the industry involve the 
flow of fluids through of porous media (like separation processes and 
porous catalyst supports). This has lead to a development in the 
synthesis of porous media with controlled properties which can be 
used to investigate the behavior of confined liquids and the 
morphology of these man-made pores. They may also serve as 
“models” for more intricate and complex pore structures found in 
nature, like soils. Following a systematic classification, such 
technological porous materials can be divided in those with 
crystalline or regular structures and those which are amorphous. 
Some examples are given in Table 3.1, together with their 
approximate pore shapes and sizes.  
 
 
 

Material Surface Pore shape Pore size 
(nm) 

Crystalline, regular structures (ordered) 
Zeolite aluminosilicates O, Al, Si Cylinder, cage 0.3-1.0 
Zeolite 
aluminophosphate O, Al, P Cylinders 0.8-1.3 

MCM-41 Si, O(H) Cylinder 1-5 
SBA-15 Si, O(H) Cylinders (connected) 3-10 
Porous silicon SiHx (x=1,2,3) Polygonal cylinders 5-50 
Carbon Nanotube C Cylinder 0.5-10 

Amorphous structures (disordered) 
Porous glass Si O(H) Distorted cylinders 2.5-104

Silica xerogels,oxides Si O(H), etc Distorted cylinders 1-100 
Silica aerogels Si O(H) Pore voids 5-50 
Carbon aerogel C Slits and pore voids 1.5-60 
Pillared clay O, Si, Al, etc Slit  and pillars >0.5 
Activated carbon fibres C Slit <1 

 
Table 3.1. Technological nanoporous materials32, 33. 
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For the purpose of this thesis, many experiments have been 
performed in controlled pore glasses (CPG), presented in Figure 3.1.  
 

 
Figure 3.1. Scanning electron micrograph of a CPG of 127.3 nm of 
mean pore diameter. 
 
 
This type of porous matrix has pore cross sections of nearly circular 
geometry. Their morphology is a network of interconnected tubular 
pores, rather than isolated ones. They are prepared by a spinodal 
decomposition process that involves quenching a liquid mixture of 
oxides. CPGs have the advantage of being available in a number of 
different pore diameters and their pore size distributions are quite 
narrow compared to silica gels, which simplifies the interpretation of 
the experimental data. Their surface can be derivatized to convert a 
hydrophilic surface to hydrophobic one if necessary. This type of 
material have been extensively used in the study of liquids under 
confinement and are widely characterized by diverse techniques 
which includes NMR, DSC, and SANS34-36.  
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4. CHARACTERIZING POROUS MEDIA 
 
4.1 NMR CRYOPOROMETRY  
Nanoporous materials with regular structures, which include solids 
with either crystalline or amorphous pore walls, may often be 
characterized by X-ray or neutron diffraction. In contrast, there is no 
direct and/or simple way to determine the structural properties of 
disordered porous materials, due to the complexity of their pore 
network and the often broad variation of the sizes.  
 
NMR is a non-invasive and non-destructive technique that provides a 
number of different methods to study fluids and their properties 
within porous media. These methods give different information about 
the pore morphology, all because liquids confined in a porous media 
exhibit properties that differ from that of the bulk liquid. Thus, the 
interpretation of the measured self-diffusion coefficient of a confined 
liquid provides information about pore dimensions and pore 
permeability. One of the most promising techniques (especially in the 
range of 1 to a few hundred nanometers) to obtain mean pore size or 
more generally, pore size distribution (PSD) and even porosity data is 
called NMR-cryoporometry. PSDs of diverse porous systems have 
been obtained with this technique: biodegradable polymers37, polymer 
particles38, mineral pigments used in the paper coating industry39, 
silica glasses and gels40-42 and also biological pores like bone 
microstructures43. 
 
Cryoporometry either by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) or 
by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) detection is based on the shift 
in melting or freezing point of a liquid confined in a porous material 
with respect to its bulk melting point44. Described by the Gibbs-
Thomson equation, this depression is inversely proportional to the 
pore size. Evaluating the pore diameter for a given model, for 
instance for a cylindrical pore model suitable for CPGs, may proceed 
through:  
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        02 sl
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          (4.1) 

 
where ΔT is the melting point depression, γsl the surface free energy at 
the solid-liquid interface, υ the molar volume, T0 the bulk melting 
temperature, ΔHf the bulk enthalpy of fusion and d the pore diameter. 
Assuming that all parameters in eq. (4.1) are independent of pore size 
and temperature, eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as: 
 

         KT
d

Δ =           (4.2) 

 
The applicability of the technique is not limited to obtain PSDs, but 
also to analyze pore morphology35. Based on cryoporometry 
experiments, it was observed that the melting and freezing point 
depressions ΔTm and ΔTf are different and describe different pore 
characteristics: while ΔTf is sensitive to the surface-to-volume ratio 
S/V, ΔTm is related to surface curvature ∂ S/∂ V. Evaluation of 
ΔTm/ΔTf=2κV/S, where κ is the the mean curvature of the pore 
surface, can provide valuable information on pore shape and allows a 
pore-property evaluation that is independent on the applied pore 
model (Papers IV and V). Moreover, size distributions have been 
obtained not only for usual porous matrices but also for 
microdomains for mixtures of binary liquids confined in pores and 
undergoing phase separation below their upper critical temperatures45 
(Paper VI ). 
 
Although informative and easy to perform, NMR cryoporometry is 
subject to some complications:  
 

i) The magnitude of the material parameter K and its temperature 
dependence has to be known. The value of K for a specific 
compound is a direct indicator of the compound’s sensitivity to 
pore diameter, i.e. the larger the value of K, the larger the 
experienced melting point depression and as a result, larger pore
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sizes can be resolved. The hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature of 
pore surface is a factor limiting the applicability of probe liquids. 
Several organic liquids have larger K values than that of water 
(~50 K·nm), but they may not be imbibed into pores with 
hydrophilic surfaces. On the other hand, ice can expand when 
freezing which might damage the pore structure. The K value for 
a new compound can be experimentally derived by matching, in a 
known porous system, the pore size distribution from 
cryoporometry experiments with different (new and known) 
imbibed probe materials. (Papers I and II). 
 
ii) It is experimentally established that even at rather low 
temperatures liquids confined to porous media do not freeze 
completely and a few monolayers adjacent to the pore wall 
continue to show “quasiliquid” behavior. The thickness of this 
non-frozen surface layer should be accounted for during the data 
analysis, but not much is known about its temperature and 
curvature dependence. (Paper III). 

 
Experimentally, NMR cryoporometry involves measuring the integral 
intensity of the molten liquid NMR signal of the pore-confined probe 
material. This is done as a function of temperature, either as the 
sample is warmed or cooled. The distinction between solid and liquid 
signals is possible because of the difference between their respective 
T2 relaxation times. The separation is in practice accomplished by the 
use of spin-echo-based T2-filters with relaxation delays long enough 
for the solid signal to be effectively suppressed. The Hahn and Carr-
Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequences are commonly used for 
this purpose. 
 
Ideally, for the characterization of porous materials, one would like to 
combine diverse methods based on a different measuring principle. 
Some techniques which are complementary to NMR cryoporometry 
are described in the following sections. 
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4.2 THERMOPOROSIMETRY (DSC) 
DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry) thermoporosimetry or 
thermoporometry has many common elements with NMR 
cryoporometry although they, by detection method, are completely 
different techniques. Both rely on the melting or crystallization point 
depressions of a liquid confined in pores. DSC detects heat transfer in 
dynamic and isothermal steps, from which the amount of molten 
liquid within a given temperature range can be calculated with the 
help of the enthalpy of fusion. It can measure both exothermic 
freezing and endothermic melting transitions. The different detection 
methodologies may lead to different size resolutions and detection 
limits for DSC and NMR. For example, in DSC thermoporometry 
water, that has a heat of fusion up to an order of magnitude larger 
than most organic liquids, provides higher resolution for PSDs. Some 
complications like the effect of specific interactions between the 
probe liquid and the porous solid are largely unknown which may 
lead to less clean-cut interpretation of calorimetric signals. Akin to 
NMR cryoporometry, the determination of PSDs must be calibrated 
or will be dependent on the reported values of surface tension, heat of 
fusion, etc., which often vary in the literature39, 44, 46. While DSC 
detection is comparatively fast and cheap, the typical resolution and 
the upper size limit are both below those achievable by NMR. 
 
 
4.3 MERCURY INTRUSION AND 
NITROGEN ADSORPTION 
Quantitative information about a porous material such as mean pore 
size, pore size distribution and total pore volume may be obtained 
from the pore-filling methods mercury intrusion-extrusion and 
nitrogen adsorption/desorption manometry. Both are widespread. The 
specific surface area of a material is determined by gas adsorption at 
relatively low pressures using the BET (Brunauer, Emmet, Teller) 
theory for multilayer adsorption. Both techniques rely on surface 
tension, capillary force, and pressure data to derive information about 
porosity. For nitrogen adsorption, the smallest pores will be filled 
first when increasing the applied pressure. For mercury intrusion 
instead, the largest pores are filled. Both methods may also quantify 
the total accessible pore volume and specific surface area of a 
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material without resorting to an explicit pore shape model. Because of 
the upper limit of pore size accessible to N2 adsorption, any pore 
volume contribution due to large pores may be missed entirely. 
Nevertheless, for porous materials having a pore size range detectable 
by both methods, there is usually a good agreement in terms of total 
pore volume; on the other hand, the surface area of the material tends 
to be larger when measured by gas adsorption while PSDs may turn 
out to be very different. 
 
With mercury porosimetry, mercury is added to an evacuated cell and 
forced into pores by external pressure. The sample should be dry, 
because mercury will not displace liquid already in the pores. This 
could present a disadvantage when characterizing hydrophilic 
samples. Another concern is the possibility that high mercury 
pressures may crush or deform a pore. Despite these reservations, the 
intrusion and adsorption porosimetry methods have proven to be 
useful, not only for measuring total pore volume and surface areas, 
but also for measuring mean pore diameters and pore size 
distributions with the use of reasonable geometric models for pore 
structure. The techniques are capable of providing highly 
reproducible data, and commercial instruments and accompanying 
software for quantitative data analysis of porosity are available; 
therefore, both methods continue to be fundamental for porous 
media39, 46. They share, nevertheless, one principal shortcoming: in 
reality, they both measure pore access dimensions instead of pore 
volume dimensions. 
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5. SURFACE PRE-MELTING 
The term surface melting describes the presence of an unfrozen 
layer on solid surfaces at temperatures well below the bulk melting 
point. This phenomenon is also known as interfacial or pre-melting 
and is a consequence of the weaker binding of molecules at the 
crystal surface compared to the bulk because of the decrease in the 
number of intermolecular bonds.  
 
Surface pre-melting as well as bulk melting is a ubiquitous phase 
transition. It has been observed on ice, on metals, semiconductors, 
molecular solids, and rare gases, and even in DNA47-53. Pre-melting 
was recently imaged in 3D, occurring in dislocations within 
colloidal crystals54. The appearance of a surface layer is related to 
phenomena like slipperiness of solids55, wetting, lubrication and 
adhesion and it is important in metallurgy and coating technology56. 
Furthermore, the surface layer is a dynamic environment where gas 
adsorption and chemical reactions can occur57, 58.  
 
The mechanism that leads to pre-melting is the presence of an 
interface. It occurs at boundaries between the solid and the vapor 
(surface melting), between two materials (interfacial melting), and 
between crystallites of the same substance (grain boundary 
melting). Although the molecules at the surface of a crystal 
experience a weaker binding to the solid, the underlying crystalline 
lattice can induce some order in it which mixes into the liquid-like 
properties. Contrary to bulk melting – where the first-order phase 
transition appears as an abrupt change at the melting point – the 
surface one is a continuous process where the surface layer 
thickness grows gradually as the temperature approaches the bulk 
melting point.  
 
Pre-melting occurs only when the surface energy of the combined 
solid-liquid-vapor interface is lower than that of the solid-vapor and 
therefore it is thermodynamically favorable for solids to be covered 
by a liquid film below the bulk melting point. The layer thickness 
thus minimizes the interfacial free energy at a given temperature 
and its measurement can provide valuable information about the 
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interfacial free energy. The temperature dependence of the surface 
layer thickness has been measured for both single crystals and small 
particles of ice59-64 and lead65-67 and it was found not to be 
universal, but varying from logarithmic52, 62, 64, 66, 68, 69 to power 
law52, 60, 61, 63, 70, 71 with exponent for the latter of –0.33 to 0.60. This 
difference is attributed to different interfacial interactions 
predominant in the two cases, short-range interactions which lead to 
logarithmic while long-range ones which lead to power-law growth. 
 
In general, the effect of the introduction of a solid interface may 
depend on its chemical composition, curvature and roughness. In a 
more complex confinement situation like in porous media, both the 
temperature and pore curvature affect the surface layer formation. 
While the contribution of these factors can be complicated to 
separate and quantify because of the experimental difficulties for, 
e.g., optical techniques probing such deeply-buried interfaces, the 
large surface-to-volume ratio (S/V) in porous media allows one to 
detect the presence of the surface layers with common bulk 
methods such as NMR. The thickness of the surface layer and its 
dependence on both temperature and curvature are also essential to 
accurate determination of PSDs by NMR cryoporometry, in 
particular for small pores where the contribution of the surface layer 
may be relatively large. Water and several organic compounds 
show interfacial melting in pores which have been studied by 
NMR45, 70, 72-78 but with no attention paid to either temperature or 
curvature effects. 
 
Several attempts to relate these factors have been reported by 
Maruyama et al.61, who studied ice melting in graphite and talc 
powders and linked the temperature dependence of the surface layer 
to the pore size. Cahn et al.79 calculated the unfrozen fraction of 
water in monodisperse powders of micron-sized spherical particles 
exploring the effect of curvature and obtaining a long-range 
interfacial potential leading to a power-law growth. Nevertheless, 
the field is far from a consensus (Paper III). 
 
NMR offers advantages for studying pre-melting in pores because it 
is able to access the signal from both phases, the frozen and unfrozen 
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ones in a single experiment. Typical spectra consist of a broad peak 
from the frozen part and a narrow peak from the surface layer. 
Although the integral intensity is usually considered a less important 
parameter of NMR spectral lines (in comparison to chemical shift and 
spin relaxation times), an accurate estimate of the signal intensity is 
nontrivial when comparing samples or lines of very different line 
widths. Nevertheless, this is what one has to achieve to be able to 
access pre-melting by NMR. 
 
Measuring broad NMR lines requires short radiofrequency (rf) pulses, 
a short ring-down delay and a fast digitizer. The most severe problem 
is with ringing, either electroacoustic or purely electronic. Although 
those problems can often be reduced by a careful construction of the 
probe, this is difficult to achieve for a particular experiment and may 
not be very effective. A more suitable solution is to use composite 
pulses, where e.g. three successive 90° pulses were applied to obtain 
a FID signal80, 81. Each individual part of the composite pulse creates 
a ringing signal that can be cancelled by an appropriate phase cycle. 
However, if the composite pulses are relatively long, relaxation 
during the rf pulses may significantly reduce the detected intensity. 
Therefore, an accurate measurement requires to take into account 
relaxation during the pulse excitation.  
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6. LIQUID-LIQUID PHASE SEPARATION 
Partial miscibility can be found in various kinds of multi-component 
systems: mixtures of gases, liquid and solid alloys, liquid crystals, 
polymer blends and liquid solutions. In the thermodynamic theory of 
liquid-liquid demixing, the limit between one-phase and two-phase 
regions in the isobaric temperature-composition diagram is called the 
coexistence curve where the chemical potentials of each component 
in the two coexisting phases are equal82. For binary liquid mixtures, 
the temperature of phase separation is defined as the critical or 
consolute temperature that can show an upper or lower miscibility 
gap depending on the molecular composition. For example, the upper 
critical solution temperature Tlu is the highest temperature at which 
phase separation occurs. Above this temperature the two components 
are fully miscible. If the binary mixture is quenched from the high-
temperature disordered phase to below the coexistence curve, it 
becomes thermodynamically unstable. The subsequent far-from-
equilibrium evolution of the system is characterized by the emergence 
and coarsening of domains enriched in either component. At the end, 
one typically obtains two distinct liquid layers, with the more dense 
liquid at the bottom. The kinetics of phase separation in the bulk has 
been reviewed by several authors32, 83, 84 where it has been shown that 
the morphology of the evolving system is characterized by domain 
growth laws and spatial and temporal correlation functions or 
structure factors.  
 
The coexistence curve and the phase separation behavior of binary 
liquid mixtures are altered when they are imbibed in porous media32. 
The introduction of a solid interface can lead to a variety of surface-
driven phase changes, which includes modification of the critical 
parameters (such as shift in critical temperature and composition from 
their bulk values)85, modified transport characteristics, new kinds of 
phase transitions not found in the bulk or even their complete 
suppression86,87. The main reason for this behavior is the competition 
between fluid-pore and fluid-fluid forces. Beside the modification of 
the static properties, the kinetics of phase separation may also be 
affected. Unlike in bulk binary liquids, complete and macroscopic 
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phase separation in confined geometries is rarely achieved, instead, 
the formation of microscopic domains has been observed45, 88-92. 
 
Since porous matrices and adsorbates are used in many industrial 
separation processes, understanding the changes in the phase behavior 
of these mixtures is important. Liquid-liquid transitions are also of 
interest in connection with oil recovery, lubrication, coating 
technology and pollution control.  
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
7.1 IMPROVING NMR CRYOPOROMETRY   
There exists a vast variety of porous structures with surfaces of 
different nature to be characterized. The applicability of NMR 
cryoporometry to obtain pore size distributions for them is primarily 
dependent on the K constant in the Gibbs-Thompson equation: the 
larger the value of K, the larger the melting point depression and as a 
result, larger pore sizes can be resolved. But the suitability of a 
compound also depends on its chemical nature in relation to that of 
the pore surface. Since K is a material-dependent factor, it is possible 
to make an estimate of it by using the reported values of solid density, 
heat of fusion, etc., although this may be inaccurate because values 
for material constants vary in the literature and some physico-
chemical constants like γsl (the surface tension of the solid-liquid 
interface) are hardly ever known by a better-than-an-order-of-
magnitude accuracy.  
 
In practice, there are also other criteria that make a compound 
suitable or not for use in cryoporometry: it should preferably be non-
volatile (low vapor pressure) which is important for maintaining a 
constant sample volume during the whole experiment. The compound 
should also be chemically inert and non-toxic. Experimental 
convenience requires that the probe material undergoes a melting 
point close to room temperature. Moreover, the liquid has to present a 
sharp melting/crystallization transition in bulk to diminish the 
influence of that on instrumental resolution. Hence, it is of great 
importance to avoid any plastic crystals or solid-solid transitions in 
the vicinity of melting/freezing.  
 
To derive the K value for a new compound, it is typically necessary to 
either match the pore size distributions either from NMR 
cryoporometry experiments and from some other method or from 
cryoporometry experiments performed on different (including known) 
materials. For this purpose, controlled pore glasses (CPG) present 
many advantages as models for porous media: their morphology is 
open, they are available in a number of different pore diameters and 
present narrow pore size distributions in comparison with other
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commercially available porous materials. These materials are 
typically characterized by the manufacturer by mercury porosimetry 
and all CPGs we used were also characterized by nitrogen adsorption.  
 
In seeking for pore-filling liquids with large K values, we found two 
compounds, reported in Papers I and II, respectively: zinc nitrate 
hexahydrate Zn(NO3)2·6H2O and octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane 
(OMCTS).  
 
In Paper I, we introduce a new family of NMR-cryoporometric probe 
compounds, stoichiometric hydrates of inorganic salts, which are also 
advantageous to use in DSC thermoporosimetry. As a common 
bonus, they show melting points close to room temperature. Even if 
some of these compounds contain paramagnetic ions and are 
therefore less suitable for NMR cryoporometry, their large ΔΗfusion 
make them suitable for DSC thermoporosimetry. 
 
Within this family, zinc nitrate hexahydrate is the optimal material for 
NMR cryoporometry: its melting point occurs at 308.4 K, it forms a 
bulk homogeneous liquid phase, it crystallizes in a homogeneous 
orthorhombic structure and it is diamagnetic. For the experiments, 
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O was imbibed in three different uncoated CPGs with 
mean pore diameters of 31.3, 15.6 and 23.7 nm, respectively. The 
samples contained an excess of bulk liquid to use it as a melting 
temperature reference. As recorded by 1H NMR we found that 
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O presented a sharp melting-freezing transition in bulk, 
within the range 0.2-0.3 K that is predominantly assigned to not to the 
material but to temperature spread within the sample volume (this 
instrumental limitation depends, among other factors, on the sample 
size).  
 
The phase transition was broader for the liquid imbibed into the pores 
and we assigned this broadening to pore size distribution. From the 
experimental ΔΤ (the temperature difference between the pore and 
bulk melting) and the average pore size provided by the 
manufacturer, the experimental value of K = 116 K·nm was obtained 
for Zn(NO3)2·6H2O which is more than twice the value for water and 
is comparable to the values reported for common organic probe 
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compounds like cyclohexane. However, since Zn(NO3)2·6H2O is 
hydrophilic it can be more easily used for hydrophilic porous 
materials such as ceramics, glasses or certain rocks.  
 
The pore size distributions obtained by Zn(NO3)2·6H2O for the three 
CPGs with mean pore diameter of 15.6, 23.7 and 31.3 nm were 
narrow. The discrepancies found between the widths of these PSDs 
with respect to the values reported by manufacturer may reflect the 
differences in the experimental methods: NMR cryoporometry 
measures pore volumes within a pore of a given size, while mercury 
porosimetry estimates the sizes of pore openings. From the 
experimental K value obtained for Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, the value of the 
solid-liquid surface tension, γsl was be estimated to 46 mN/m (and 49 
mN/m for CaCl2·6H2O, for comparison this quantity is 30 mN/m for 
water) which material constant, previously not available for salt 
hydrates, may have some bearing on their application as thermal 
energy storage materials. 
 
As reported in Paper II, we also found and presented 
octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS) as probe liquid for NMR 
cryoporometry and DSC thermoporosimetry. This compound presents 
various advantages: apart from its melting point near 290 K, the 
liquid may imbibe into both hydrophilic and hydrophobic pores 
which is of great importance not only for NMR cryoporometry but 
also for some other characterization techniques (such as X-ray 
microtomography). The compound also has a large enthalpy of fusion 
(over seven times larger than that of cyclohexane) that makes it 
favorable for DSC thermoporometry. 
 
For the experiments, OMCTS was imbibed into five CPGs of nominal 
pore diameters of 11.5, 15.6, 23.7, 31.3 and 187.8 nm. For the 
imbibed OMCTS the situation was somewhat different from that for 
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, since OMCTS presented a rather large liquid-like 
surface layer between the frozen core within the pores and the pore 
wall (see a more detailed description and quantification in Paper III). 
This represents a typical situation for materials that wet a particular 
surface, although has been observed less for water and salt hydrates 
and more for organic liquids. Reliable results in NMR cryoporometry 
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regarding pore size distributions depend on the knowledge and 
control of the surface layer width which introduces complications 
when evaluating the data in terms of PSDs (these complications are 
insignificant for materials with large pores i.e. d ≥ 40 nm) which can 
be overcome as follows. 
 
The presence of the surface layer, especially for smaller pores is 
evident in Figure 1a, where the 1H NMR intensity curves are 
presented for different pore diameters. We exploit the difference 
between the T2´s of the liquid-like layer and the molten pore liquid 
(shown in Figure 2) and assign the start of melting to the temperature 
at which the detected NMR signal intensity jumps (this jump is 
showed in Figure 1a by a dotted line). For smaller pores, the data are 
evaluated by subtracting the signal intensity at those jumps from the 
intensity detected at higher temperatures (illustrated in Figure 1b). 
 
To evaluate K we can i) consider the modified Gibbs-Thompson 
equation  ΔT = K/(d-2τ) where τ is the width of the surface layer. 
From this, τ can either be approximated as being roughly two-
monolayer thick45, 72-78, 93-95 which allows a single-parameter fit with τ 
set to 2 nm that yields K =  113 ± 3 K·nm; or, τ can be a free variable 
and a two-parameter fit then provides K =  136 ± 7 K·nm; or ii) 
neglect the surface layer and obtain K by fitting the unmodified 
Gibbs-Thompson equation to the data which gives K =  160 ± 4 
K·nm. Similar evaluation of other cryoporometric probe materials 
yields a comparable variation of K, though with values always 
significantly below to that obtained for OMCTS (see Table 2). Hence, 
OMCTS is clearly superior to other cryoporometric materials 
previously studied. The PSDs obtained by OMCTS coincide well 
with those values reported by the manufacturer and obtained by 
mercury intrusion for CPGs of both small and larger pore diameters 
(Figures 4 and 5b). The performance of OMCTS as a cryoporometric 
material is particularly interesting because it can be used for pores up 
to 5-600 nm nominal pore diameter and by improving the 
experimental conditions that size limit can be pushed into the μm 
range. In a cylindrical model for CPGs, from 02 /sl mK Tυγ H= Δ  and 
from the experimental value K = 116 K·nm we can estimate the solid-
liquid free energy for OMCTS to γsl= 13.7 mJ/m2. 
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7.2 SURFACE PRE-MELTING 
The phenomenon known as pre-melting (also called interfacial and 
surface melting) is defined as the existence of a thermodynamically 
stable non-frozen surface layer on solid surfaces at temperatures 
below the bulk melting point. An important observation is that, unlike 
bulk melting, the surface one is a continuous process, i.e., the surface 
layer thickness increases continuously with temperature and it 
diverges at the bulk melting point.  
 
The effects of two parameters, temperature and surface curvature, on 
the thickness τ of the pre-molten layer can be observed well for a 
compound imbibed into porous media. As mentioned in Paper II, the 
surface layer was inherently present in NMR cryoporometry studies 
with OMCTS as probe liquid. Of course, this is not the only 
indication of its existence in porous media: it has been observed for a 
variety of compounds including water and organic ones confined to 
different porous matrices45, 70, 72-78, 93, 95, although in all those cases 
neither temperature nor curvature effects on the thickness have been 
thoroughly studied. In Paper III, we report such a study of the 
surface melting of octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS) in 
controlled pore glasses (CPGs).  
 
With OMCTS imbibed into CPGs of mean pore diameter of 7.5, 11.5, 
15.6, 23.7, 31.3 and 72.9 nm, the 1H FID showed two components 
below the melting point of pore-confined OMCTS: one quickly 
decaying coming from frozen OMCTS within the pore volume and a 
slowly decaying arising from liquid-like OMCTS in the surface layer, 
as illustrated in Figure 1. We model these FIDs as a sum of one 
Gaussian and one exponential function corresponding to the solid and 
liquid signals, respectively. In this protocol, we avoid error sources 
such as the temperature dependence of the nuclear magnetic 
susceptibility or/and spectrometer performance. To detect the onset of 
volume melting within the pore, we exploit the temperature 
dependence of transverse relaxation time to distinguish between the 
quasi-liquid surface layer and the true molten liquid as illustrated in 
Figure 4.  
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The data we obtain (Fig. 3a) are the volume fractions of surface 
layers which arise in the different investigated porous glasses. Not 
surprisingly, the amount of pre-molten material at any given 
temperature correlated to the surface-to-volume ratio S/V of the pore. 
Considering that the pore curvature is known for all CPGs studied 
here35, one can simply obtain the layer width from the volume 
fraction data. With the temperature’s scale referenced to the volume 
melting temperature in the pores, all points except those for the 
largest pore fall on a single master curve shown in Fig. 5.  
 
Based on these data and on an extended density-functional model we 
concluded that for temperatures where the surface layer thickness 
exceeds two monolayers, the layer thickness shows a close-to-
logarithmic dependence with the exception for the largest pores 
where this turns into a power law with the exponent of –1/2.  
 
These findings imply that at high surface curvature and with 2-4 
monolayers being pre-molten surface melting is dominated by 
repulsive short-range interfacial interactions. For flat surfaces such 
interactions yield a logarithmic dependence of the layer thickness 
upon temperature deviation from the bulk melting point, whereas for 
curved surfaces, the model above predicts, in the first order, the same 
logarithmic dependence but upon temperature deviation from the 
curvature-dependent melting point within the pore volume. Moreover, 
the experimentally observed departure from such a logarithmic 
behavior was well described by retaining higher order terms in the 
free-energy expression which become significant at high wall 
curvatures. By modelling the repulsive short-range interactions by an 
exponential potential, we can obtain quantitative estimates of i) the 
free energy gain that arises by having a quasi-liquid layer separating 
the solid from the wall and ii) the correlation length that shows how 
far into the pre-molten layer does the molecular arrangement retains 
the memory of the adjacent crystalline order.  
 
For the largest investigated pores, there is an indication that long-
range interactions may start to have an influence on surface melting if 
the quasi-liquid layer is sufficiently thick (>5-6 monolayers). 
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7.3 APPLICATIONS OF NMR CRYOPOROMETRY 
NMR cryoporometry was shown to be a useful complement to more 
widespread techniques, namely mercury intrusion and gas sorption 
porosimetries to analyze the pore structure and pore size distribution 
in a diversity of host matrices37-39, 42, 43. Its range of applicability – in 
part extended in this Thesis as shown above (Papers I and II) – 
covers that size range of voids that arises in materials which are often 
denoted as “nanoporous” or “mesoporous”. We have applied NMR-
cryoporometry to analyze two porous matrices that are different in 
most respects but both fall into the accessible size range (from a few 
to 1000 nanometers) and whose characterization plays an important 
role in their future applications (Papers IV and V): nanostructured 
films consisting of sintered TiO2 nanoparticles and a mesoporous 
foam obtained by surfactant-templated synthesis. 
  
Films of crystalline anatase TiO2 particles investigated in Paper IV 
are very attractive materials with potential applications that include 
superhydrophilic surfaces96 and self-cleaning coatings97. 
Nevertheless, their potential for dye-activated photovoltaic cells98-100 
based on their photoinduced electronic transfer properties as well as 
their high chemical stability, safety and low cost seems to generate 
most interest. For solar cell applications, processing parameters in 
their synthesis such as precursor chemistry, hydrothermal growth 
temperature, binder addition and sintering conditions can be 
manipulated to optimize the key parameters of the film, viz., porosity, 
pore size distribution, chemical composition, light scattering and 
electron percolation to which the performance of the solar cell is 
intimately linked. For an efficient dye distribution, the surface area of 
the film must be large; indeed, for current highly porous nanotextured 
films dye adsorption can be enormous leading to near extinction of 
incident light within a few microns. Porosity is another factor that 
needs to be optimized. For the fast regeneration of the oxidized dye 
and charge transport, the redox electrolyte must be able to penetrate 
the pores efficiently and be present anywhere the dye itself may 
penetrate. This property is connected to the morphology of the pore 
network of the film. If pore access is size-limited large dye molecules 
may not reach all surface101.  
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In Paper IV we explored four porous films formed by anatase TiO2 
powders synthetized by two different processes, termed acidic (A) 
and basic (B) ones, and subject of different temperature treatments. 
We employed a combination of four techniques to characterize the 
particle and pore size distributions: X-ray diffraction, transmission 
electron microscopy and, foremost, NMR cryoporometry together 
with NMR diffusometry, from where detailed information about the 
pore morphology was obtained. For the NMR measurements we used 
water as probe liquid since the porous surface was hydrophilic. 
 
The total porosity for all samples were easily obtained from the 
cryoporometric data I(T) as ilustrated in Fig. 3. The values 
corresponded to that measured, less accurately and precisely, by 
gravimetry. We can also observe that porosity values for the acidic 
samples are clearly higher than those for the basic samples, 
irrespective of the temperature treatment. Moreover, by having 
evaluated the relative magnitude of the freezing and melting point 
depressions under the assumption that the pore morphology is 
multiply connected we obtained that the average morphology is the 
same for all samples. 
 
The quantitative pore size distribution functions, shown in Figure 5, 
were calculated from the freezing branches of the I(T) curves. In 
contrast to pore morphology, the width of pore size distribution seems 
to be very sensitive to the synthesis method. A feature that was not 
present for CPGs (which have a sharp pore size distribution) is a large 
“foot” of PSD towards large pores. From the I(T) curves we could 
estimate that these large pores may have had up to 20 % of total pore 
volume.  The average PSD characteristics, that is, peak, median, and 
mean pore sizes, change from sample to sample by dominant scaling 
with the particle sizes as shown in Table 2. 
 
The average self-diffusion coefficient D of water confined in the 
porous network, presented in Fig. 6, was obtained relative to the 
diffusion coefficient of bulk water where the latter was measured in 
supercooled state. The experiments were performed at temperatures 
where the bulk water surrounding the flakes of TiO2 film is frozen.  
The first set of data was gathered at ca 0.1 K below the bulk melting 
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point T0 where all liquid within the porous network including in large 
pores was molten. In the second set of experiments, we measured 
instead at a much lower temperature where the large pores in the 
high-end foot of PSDs contained ice. Hence, one can assume that 
molecular transport through those large pores is blocked under those 
conditions.  
 
From the diffusion results we arrived to four different conclusions 
about the morphology and interconnectivity of the porous network. 
First, the diffusion coefficients are apparent as they vary with the 
diffusion time Δ; this variation showed in Fig. 6 indicates that the 
diffusion is obstructed because the average displacement increases 
less than expected for a continuous morphology. We have two 
contributions to this obstruction. First, water molecules cannot leave 
the films because of the ice that surrounds the latter. Since the films 
were ca 10 μm thick and D is ca 0.5×10-9 m2/s, this must be imprinted 
our data as a decrease in D at diffusion times 40-200 ms where the 
different samples follow, indeed, the same trend. On the other hand, 
the variation of D at diffusion times <40 ms indicates obstruction of 
transport within the porous network.  
 
Second, as observed also in Fig. 6 the three investigated samples 
present different transport scenarios: while for two samples (A1 and 
B2) the curves level off which is an indication of no obstructions on a 
length scale of 2-3 μm and below, another sample (B1) exhibits a 
continuously decreasing diffusion coefficient at short Δ which 
indicates obstructions on the <μm length scale. Third, two samples 
(A1 and B1) exhibit a large difference between diffusion with the 
large pores blocked by ice or free. For another sample (B2) there is 
hardly any effect from blocking the large pores. One possible reason 
is that large pores in A1 and B1 are more involved in providing pore 
interconnectivity between smaller pores. On the other hand, all 
samples exhibit the same obstruction behaviour irrespective of 
blocking the large pores or not. Hence, obstruction effects may 
indicate a high concentration of “dead ends” for diffusion pathways 
(pore blocking by small particles of the polydisperse particle 
manifolds?). Fourth, pore tortuosity for the acidic sample A1 is 
clearly lower – and total porosity higher – than that for samples 
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prepared along the basic route; both features promise more efficient 
transport. If nothing else, the complexity of the measured transport 
behaviour calls for further studies. 
 
In paper V we study pores in a surfactant-templated silica material 
that can be best described as a mesoporous foam. The tremendous 
progress in colloid chemistry in the last two decades has made it 
possible to assembly composite materials that have well-defined 
spatial domains, monodisperse in size and interfacial structure. 
Materials with names such as MCM-41 and SBA-15 provide us with 
rather regular pores with diameters in the 2-20 nm. The material 
investigated in paper V is, as indicated by electron microscopic 
images, less regular and more interconnected than its cousins 
mentioned above. This irregularity and interconnectivity was the 
target of our investigations. The characterization is performed with 
various techniques: by nitrogen adsorption and desorption 
porosimetry and NMR cryoporometry. To avoid material bias, two 
probe liquids, water and OMCTS, imbibed in the hydrophilic matrix 
were used in the latter method. As indicated above, the total porosity 
could be easily estimated to ~92 %. 
 
The mesoporous foam was quite different in one sense from the other 
investigated materials in this Thesis: as indicated by electron 
microscopy it was not multiply connected. In other words, pore sizes 
exceeded far the access sizes. Hence, one could not, as in CPGs and 
in TiO2 films, expect that freezing was a phenomenon local to any 
pore void. Instead, it must be assumed to be dominated by 
propagation of solidification fronts; hence, freezing curves reported 
about access sizes. On the other hand, melting is local to pores and 
involves no propagation except that from pore wall to pore volume.  
 
On this basis, the pore size distribution in terms of dominant 
characteristic size for pore volume was derived from the melting 
curves. To comply with the multi-faceted cell structure of the large 
foam cells, this was performed under the assumption of spherical 
geometry. On the other hand, the freezing curves were assumed to 
report about the sizes of the access channels among those cells. 
Evaluated under the assumption of cylindrical channels, we obtained 
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that they exist at several distinct sizes. Interestingly, the derived pore 
and access sizes coincided very well with the corresponding 
quantities derived from gas adsorption and desorption data analysed 
under the assumption of the same structural units (spherical cell 
volumes and cylindrical access channels). 
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7.4 LIQUID-LIQUID PHASE SEPARATION 
There is an increasing interest in liquid-liquid phase transitions which 
binary mixtures undergo when confined to porous media. The reason 
is that in confinement their phase-separation behavior is quite 
different from that in the bulk phase; in sufficiently small pores the 
liquid-liquid transition can be suppressed entirely. Confinement may 
also change the kinetics of liquid-liquid phase separation. The 
underlying molecular reason is that the molecules of the liquids 
interact with the surfaces and thereby a competition between surface-
liquid and liquid-liquid interactions arises. Industrial separation 
processes in microporous membranes, oil recovery, lubrication, and 
coating technologies, and pollution control form the practical 
motivations. 
 
Liquids in porous systems are difficult to study experimentally not 
only because of the pore structures are typically not well 
characterized but also because our experimental methods aiming at 
the liquids may be “blinded” by the presence of the porous matrix. 
Clearly, optical or scattering methods available in bulk are less 
suitable.  NMR is, in general, not influenced strongly by this latter 
complication. Hence, in Paper VI we report a study of the phase 
separation of a binary mixture confined in CPG by 1H NMR 
cryoporometry, 1H intermolecular cross-relaxation spectroscopy and 
15N NMR spectroscopy. We selected the mixture of nitrobenzene-
hexane because its liquid-liquid phase separation occurs conveniently 
at 293 K in bulk, which is very close to the room temperature.  
 
Below phase separation, the size distribution of one of the liquid 
domain sorts containing mainly nitrobenzene is amenable to NMR 
cryoporometry (Fig, 1). Therefore, we studied that binary mixture in 
CPGs with mean pore diameter 7.5, 23.7, 72.9 and 127 nm. The 1H 
cross-relaxation NMR and 15N NMR spectroscopies were used to 
corroborate that phase separation into nitrobenzene-rich and hexane-
rich domains actually occurs within the pores. The dipole-dipole 
cross-relaxation between 1H nuclei of both components is strongly 
dependent on the distance r between the involved nuclei. Hence, in a 
one-phase mixture one expects strong nitrobenzene-hexane cross-
peaks in the conventional 2D NOESY spectra which cross peaks are 
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expected to vanish upon phase separation. Indeed, this has been 
verified as shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand, the chemical shift of 
15N nuclei is, in general, greatly affected by the molecular 
environment (solvent effect). For a bulk mixture, we observe in the 
one-phase region only one 15N peak from nitrobenzene that resides on 
average in a molecularly homogeneous environment. The line splits 
upon crossing into the two-phase region, with the larger and smaller 
peaks arising from nitrobenzene molecules in the nitrobenzene-rich 
and hexane-rich domains, respectively.  
 
Although the investigations, whose initial phase is reported in Paper 
VI, were continued and resulted a lot of additional data the original 
goal, recording the kinetics of phase transitions in the one-phase-to-
two-phases and opposite directions, was not achieved. The two main 
underlying reasons were initial irreproducibility in sample preparation 
and the time-consuming nature of our experimental techniques. 2D 
NOESY experiments are inherently time consuming. On the other 
hand, the longitudinal relaxation time T1 of 15N of nitrobenzene is the 
order of 100 s. In a late phase of our studies, we switched to another 
suitable binary mixture, the aniline-cyclohexane that promises faster 
experiments. That investigation is still under way. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, different phase transitions in porous media have been 
investigated by NMR spectroscopy. The application and development 
of a variety of NMR techniques was carried out with the general goal 
of detection and quantification of the effects of finite size constrains 
on phase transitions where the latter include melting/crystallization, 
surface pre-melting and liquid-liquid phase separation of binary 
mixtures. By relating these results to physico-chemical models, the 
difference in behavior with respect to that of bulk can be exploited 
and related to pore morphology, interconnectivity and surface 
properties in a diversity of porous systems. The contribution of this 
Thesis work towards this general goal is as follows: 
 

i) The size range of pores accessible by NMR 
cryoporometry was extended for both hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic porous matrices to a new upper limit that 
lies around 800 nm-to-1 μm by introducing two new 
probe liquids, namely octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane 
(OMCTS) and stoichiometric salt hydrates where 
among the latter ones zinc nitrate hexahydrate 
Zn(NO3)2·H2O was found most suitable.  

 
ii) The thickness of the pre-molten surface layer that 

appears at the interface of frozen 
octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS) to the matrix 
in controlled porous glasses was quantified and 
modeled including its temperature and pore-curvature 
dependence. 

 
iii) We applied NMR cryoporometry and other techniques 

like NMR diffusometry to analyze the morphology of 
two porous matrices that have very different structures 
but that fall into the accessible size range and whose 
characterization plays an important role in their future 
applications, viz., nanostructured films consisting of 
sintered TiO2 nanoparticles and a mesoporous foam 
obtained by surfactant-templated synthesis. 
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iv) By diverse NMR techniques we obtained experimental 
evidence that corroborated a phase-separation scenario 
in binary liquid mixtures imbibed in pores. In this 
scenario, phase separation created molecularly distinct 
domains with sizes that are in the order of pore sizes.  
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9. FUTURE WORK 
Phase transitions in porous media are a fascinating field where many 
areas of science can contribute to understand the phenomena 
involved. The development of increasingly sophisticated porous 
matrices with intricate structures and specific functions in a wide 
range of pore sizes has advanced tremendously in the last two 
decades, although there has apparently not been the same emphasis 
on improving the characterization of these materials. This is a less 
desirable situation considering that the potential usefulness of a newly 
synthesized material depends on information available about its 
morphology and obtained by a reliable and well-tested technique. 
 
This Thesis work is a contribution to this effort, although with 
branches towards other directions, but there are still many questions 
without a clear answer. Hence, a suitable complement to this work 
would be: 
 

 
a) Testing the two new probe liquids we introduced here (and 

some new compound from the family of inorganic salt 
hydrates) to characterize porous media of different 
morphologies and surface nature. So far we have used 
OMCTS to characterize mesoporous foams. 

 
b) NMR diffusometry studies of redox systems (that is, the 

actual electron transporter) whose function is regenerate the 
dye cation after the photo-induced electron transfer inside the 
films of sintered TiO2 nanoparticles. Such a study would be 
able to connect mass transport directly to electron transport in 
a solar cell. 

 
c) Kinetic studies of phase transitions in the one-phase-to-two-

phases and opposite directions confined in porous media 
following the same protocol as indicated in this Thesis work 
but with more suitable molecules and NMR detection modes. 
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d) Kinetic studies of the melting-freezing phase transitions in 
porous media by the compounds we report here as new probe 
liquids. Such a study would not only contribute to a more 
complete understanding of the mechanisms by which they 
occur but could even prove to be a new source of information 
about pore interconnectivity. 
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If we will begin with certainties, we shall end with doubts; 
but if we will be content to begin with doubts, we shall end in certainties.  

 
-Francis Bacon 
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